Libr arian s or Info rmat ion Scien tists
- Wha t does a univ ersit y need ? Anthony Evans

There is

a well wom adage in Education with many variations.
Say what you're going to say, say it, and then say why you've

said it.
by telling
I'm not going to do this - more the opposite - I'm going to start
yàu what I'm not going to say.
al
You won' t hear from me the philosophical approach, the sociologic
not l?e.
approach, even the cultural approach- not directly at least - that's
Some
A great deal - possibly even too much has been written in this area.
'

.

~ '

.

'

'

"

instead
time, I keep telling myself, I must fmd time to sit down and "think
d_with .
of dealing with the detail of running a University Li~rary mixe
travelling overseas to tell other people how to _run theirs.
•

.

•

\

<..

at times I'm very much a pragmatist I'm afraid - probably too much so
but that' s where the emphasis of my paper lies.
ship to
Perhaps my theme ought to be 'The transform~tion of Li_brarian
wide
Information Science'. Like ali súch themes it is I trust open to
or a
interpretation - added to the question of whether it is a translation
us look
transliteration from Chinese to English is a further problem. Let
especially
first of ali at the word 'transformation' -a change or alteration
rapid a radical one says one dictiona~ - some defmitions sug~est it is
other that it is gradual.
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The cynics might say it has been gradual but that the library profession
has only just woken up to it. One author- and I shall not give you his
name for obvious reasons - said "ln the United States, the majority of
library schools have attempted to respond to changes in various ways.
Many schools have changed their names from schools of library services
or science to schools of library and information science' - end of quote!
Indeed my own University is no exception to this having just changed its
name from the Department of Library and Information Studies to the
Department of Information and Library Studies!
So what about all this information - what should we teach our students . :
how should we help our users? When I was put into the position of
producing this paper I found myself very much like a typical student wànting reading matter on a particular subject - fairly quickly - not too
much - not too little - and of course all absolutely relevant. Where did I
start - with colleagues of course where else! - that along \vith my own
'

fairly poor memory didn't produce very much. I fairly soon then· went to
the Information section in my University Library- "Yes Sir'', they said:
"What is the profile of your searchT' - "Well'', I replied - "Education,
Research, Librarianship, Information, even perhaps 'transformation' " I
suspect actually that my informadori officer (that is my librariaÍl) would
have preferred to pursue the term transfonnation - entries under
witchcraft in Psychological Abstracts might have proved much more
in~eresting. The printer disgorged its usuàl mass - many of them in

languages other than English. Another barrier! I found myself in the
end taldng ho~e some

30 plu~ articles ~ which was gettfug very elos~ tó

information indigestion but just about manageable. I commerid you
particulady to a special issue of Education for Information which
contains the Proceedings of a British-German symposium held in J 986
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o
(Ref: 4) .;. also a series of short presentations edited by Toni Carb
1).
Bearman in a recent issue of the joum al Library Hi Tech (Ref:
the first of
The wealth - if that is the right word - of information in just
of it with a
these, the Anglo-German symposium, is immense, 146 pages
.,. I wasn 't
total of a further 128 references - it was ali too much 'for me
of
taught and still haven 't leam t how to absorb such large quantities
tional
words in a meaningful way- is this a hole in our general educa
about the .
system let alone for our information ·specialists :.. we comp lain
r libraries'
growing mass of literature for we have to contend with it in:ou
..Let us
btit we are of course just as b~d at providing it in large quantities
by .
look then at what I felt were some of the most salient points made
these experts.
mation
Toni Caib o Bearman - Dean of thé.School of Library;. and Iilfor
Science at the University of Pittsburgh ·
g
' ... a need for,a combination of educators with a·partnership :amon
'..;
acaderriib ·insti tutions; employers and professionals ·themselves
been
- there is of course nothing particularly new in this - we have
educ·ation
hearing this in a university like mine in terrhs· ofengine~ring
·. ..: . : : ;
_,
'' '
for severa! decades.
'Ir

• • ••

again - it may not be new but it certainly needs repeating time ·and :time
. ', · · .. . . ..
and indeed being put into operation; .
Herbert Brindberg· - from the US· information industry ;
has been
' ... to often, the'training of the individuais we:call professionals
t to think
too na:rrow and too skill'-oriented. Students have not .been taugh
tion of the
conceptually or reason logically. We must promote the educa
·5'23

true professionals but not lose sight of the need for the technician and
specialist'.

and then

David Bender - Executive Director of the Special Libraries Association
" ... at the executive levei tomorrows information professional must
become a visionary, setting the direction for the future of the profession.
To move into this levei of management information professionals will
need to acquire advocacy skills - a greater sensitivity to social and
politicai forces and an

incr~ased

ability to defme and articulate values and

vàlue systems '.

I must say I have been only too aware of my own needs in this direction
in the past. Some time ago when I had for example to appear before the

University Resources Committee - I was making the case for a new
integrated compute r system at a cost of just under 100 million escudos - I
won!. I think however it might have been better - and easier - if I had
been an advocate rather than a humble librarian.

Whilst I was struggling with the .paper at home the other Saturday
moming - the postman knocked on the front door - a welcome preak I
thóught - three not very interesting looking packets - the first a bank
stateinent- thankfully it showed I didn't owe then any money- second a
vacancies supplement from. the Library Association - only one post at
even half my salary. Third however a newsletter from the university,
College and Research Section of the Library Association which had an
article entitled Quantitative Ideas for Library Management. The last
sentence read as follows - 'The numerate manager, like other mammals
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the
which have adapted during profound climatic changes, is a creature of
futur e'.
You may have noticed - no mention so far of information teclmology
ps
vast amounts have been written on this over the last decade and perha
surprisingly one can almost treat it as a 'sine qua non'. School of
Librarianship or Information Science - call them what you will - have
UK
long since come out of the woodwork in this area. We did feel in the
we had achieved recognition at last when relatively recently the
University Grants Committee pronounced that for funding purposes such
departments would be treated like computer studies departments and not
tràditional arts departments.
What this does ali give rise to however - a problem which we don 't seem
ts in
to have tackled very thóroughly is how much we can ~teach ·our stúden
a very limited time - from the abóve and lnàny ·other criticisms of our
educational programmes it would seem that a good liberal arts degree
would be riséful, first to give the right cultural backgrouhd, then a
speda list honours degree to give sufficient depth subject knowledge (and
esof course academic respectability) followed by some 3 masters degre
one in librarianship, one in infolmation science· and 'one,in business
one
administration or management. You might of coúrse tàke the view of
of our well known Oxbridge librarians who is said't o have offered the
comrnent that ' ... as long as they have a good first class degree in a
respectable subject it doesn 't matter' -·and he certainly didn't mean
librarianship!
do
There is no doubt whatsoever that we just cannot meet ali needs - we
tional programme
not seem capable somehow of producing a truly educa
.
'

as distinct from a vocationàl or trainirig one - the concepf of a total
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graduate profession has not in my opinion helped overall but we do

n~t

readily accept sub-professionals - o r at least we don 't offer them enough
incentives - financial or otherwise - to make it attractive. At the. 'upper'
end of the scale Brindbergs comments on 'thinking conceptually and
reasoning logically' are very relevant indeed.
I will not venture into the librarian, versus information scientist argument
-suffice it so say that I use information and

comput~r

systems. widely but

the profession 'Librarian' remains and will indeed remain 011 my
passport! I was amused however to see in another paper in Toni

..

Bearmans Forum - t,his one by Richard Rowe, President of The Faxon
Company- the statements- 'Librarians more than most oth,e r persons ,i n
our society hold the key to information. We must understand who uses
the .Iibrary, why they use it and when they are successful in íulfip.ing

the~r ·

needs. Libratians are better prepared for the position of 'Ch:i ef .
Information

Offic~r'-. than. most

I must bring in
hearing

an, a~ide

from · m~r

standard~sation

7

persons coiiling. from other disc_iplP:Ies.'

here if you will

alio~

me__ -:- we are

cont~~ous.ly

information technology coUeagues about the, need fo!

.
..

communication form_ats, protocols, etc. etc~ Tl1is jP1lfP~l

to which I have been .t;eferring .bowever ., Library Hi Tech ·- ha~ <?11;its. . ..
front cover the foll().w}ng information- Consecutive Issue 18; V_()~ ,~ •. NR .. .. .
2, Sununer.l987 . . ~ach issue is also obviously n1Jmbered separate_Iy.Jrq~ ·
1 to the end jnclud:ing some but not all of the aqvertisements.

P~rhaps

we .·

librarians should ~~~eh .them some 'bibliogr~phic control'.
T~

retum then to the theme - or nearly at least.

You may fi~d that what I have been sàying and indeed others that I have
·quoted from contrast rather markedly with a sentence.in Stephen
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Schwarz's paper (Ref: 5) where he says 'It therefore seems crucial to
admit that, controversially, library science needs information science but
not vice versa'. I accept that this might be out of context and particularly
as he is essentially talking about research and development but
nevertheless it is a feeling that has often been expressed by the one end of
our professional spectrum (I don 't know whether you would call it the
hard left or the hard right);
The literature in general must be recognized and put in some semblance
of order - collection building is still an art rather than a science - the
basics are still librarianship before the information scientist starts his
manipulative procedures. Another of Schwarz's statements is to me
however particularly releva nt- 'One key factor for research levei
training is the avoidance of unrealistic design which cannot conceivably
be filled with a proper context of sufficient depth within the time span
available, and where practice will inevitably fali short of objectives.'
We can give our students in whatever discipline ataste of research by
final year or postgraduate projects but as yet we have not, I'm glad to say,
approached anywhere near to the situation that appears to prevail in areas
such as Chemistry where the 'better ' students fairly automatically carry
on to research at Doctorallevel. we· do not have a tradition of academic
research and consequently have considerable opportunities for looking at
the modus operandi afresh. Where should research in Library and
Information Science be carried out? -Particularly in the purer
information technology end we must lean heavily into areas such as
t in the UK
e~ectronics and computer science for example. A major projec
called Project' Quartet, concemed with the future of scholarly
communication.combines the expertise and experience of four academic
institutions - the subject areas involved range from computer
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conferencing techniques to mass storage devices such as optical discs and
man-computer interaction. More of this particular project later.
The point is often made that research is the prerogative of the real .
academic - in other words in a university it is only the faculty professors
who should be thinking in depth- after all we librarians are simply there
to provide a service, to meet the will and whim of the faculty and of
course the students.
Over the last 20 years or so I have had to re-educate a total of 5 VíceChancellors (President) at Loughborough that the Library is not just a
service unit, not just an oiling or greasing station, but that it has a life of
its own with resea.rch and teaching activities like any other academic ·
department (and I do mean the Library itself not the Department of
Library and Information Studies).
Let me be just a little more controversial and ask - how far removed is
the academic teacher from the practical day to day problems of a
university library. Is expertise in research techniques always sufficient in
an area of professional activity such as librarianship and information
science? I well remember one particularly pi~ce of research into
interlibrary loan costs carried out by somebody who although library
'trained' was not and had not for some time, been a practising librarian.
Amongst other things they did not even include in their estimates the cost
of the form we have to send
total cost- need I

s~y

t~

the British Library - a major part of the

more!

My contention for many years has been that a great deal of invalu~ble
research can be carried out in a working university library environment
and indeed by the regular library staff.
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I am however digressing - let me retum to the overall educational theme
but predominantly in relation to users. Earlier I quoted the President of
Faxon 's- 'we rtmst understand who uses the library, why they use it and
when they are successful in fulfilling their needs.'
My own philosophy of librarlanship has always been based around the
user- for example, our early work on automation, well over 20 years ago
now, had a built in philosophy that at every stage there must be some
benefit to the user and not just a means of making things easier for
library staff. There is also therefore a nêed for such consideration to be
given to our educational ·programmes - whilst the so-called theory of
librariariship in its various sub-sections must play a positive role
nevertheless the têachíng of cataloguing and classification for example let
alone collection management, alltorilation, or whatever must also clearly
indica te its relationship' with the user.
Should we for exaniple· approach it from the view that 'the catalogue is a
finding tool to :that stnall portion of the worlds literature that you happen
·to have on yout shelf'

or should we go into the depths of MARC

cataloguing, Cutter mimbers· and ali the rest of the frills that so. many
professionallibrarians hold tight to so that the mysticism remains
unsullied. ·
Wheri I am showing any visitors arot.md my library I tend to stress two
major points - firstly that a great deal of time at the planning stage was
spent on how we expected people to use the library and secondly that we
spend some 400 teaching hours on our user education programme across
ali departments of the university. ln some way I feel quite sad that more
times than not they express considerable surprise.
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ln some ways the information explosion as such may be said to be over -

the complexity of information isn't howev~r and we are beginning to
invent even more complex ways of accessing it. This together with the
various aspects of information technology will bring on even greater need
for user education into our library service. ln the past the need has been
expressed and largely met in the higher education area - over recent years
emphasis in the UK at least has been in the schools but it will undoubtedly
have to spread more wider. We ali know that our users puta microfiche
in upside down 9 times out of 1O let alone chew up a microfilm on
threading it in - will they cope better with a compact disc or a
sophisticated terminal? !he other side of the coin is however that our
children are rapidly becoming computer literate - the fact that they can 't
do :r:nental arithmetic any more is another matter. Such educational
developments however will quite rightly bring a much higher levei of
expectation and I'm not sure as yet that we are really prepared for it. I
mentioned earlier that we 've recently convinced my university on the
value of purchasing a sophisticated integrated automated.library systemwe are well aware however that if say 50 academic researchers try to do a
boolean search at the sarne time we have more than a little problem. ln
such areas as these continuing education for staff will also become an
increasing requirement - not just for the older members who have to be
taught new tricks but also because as I said earlier it is ju~t not possible
even to begin to cover ali aspects in the limited time available in our
educational programmes. Entry to the profession is still essentially arts
based an an understanding at least of what are predominantly scientific
dis~iplines

is almost a pre-requisite.

As a result of the World Conference

o~

Continuing Education for the

Library and Information Professions in 1985 a proposal was put forward
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to form a Round Table on Continuing education within the IFLA
structure. The reasons put forward by the Section on Library Schools to ·
the IFLA Professional Board were essentially those outlined below.
1.

ln a field which is changing so rapidly, continuing education is
essential for ali information professionals who wish to keep up-todate~ especially with changing technology.

2.

Curricula in library schools cannot cover in sufficient dept ali ·
.
•
their
continue·
subjects of importance to librarians. They must
education after they have begun to work ..

3.

ConHnuing ·eaucation has a different didactic and a different.
phiÍosophy from education in library schoóls and is frequently
ca:rried àut'by practising ' librarians and sponsored 'by Associations:

The propósal wenfóh tó say:- 'This view.is endorsed by the·Sectioh'on
Theory and Resêárch; 'for it is through the provision of ·continuing
education programnies, ·in different parts of the world, that 'a cadre of
professiónals is 'emerging Who are ihterested in, and are capable of ;

Í·

· •. ·

carrying Ôut reseatch'.'

As I said ·earlieritliis is, of c6urse~ the philosophy we have been adopting
at my· university for soriu!·éOnsiderable time. There is a need, however, ·
for continuing education to start almost immediately after any formal
education programme and certainly at the very beginning of any new
appointmerit parti'cularly

if~

of course, it is the first professional one. ·

I would coinrnend you to a recent and extreniely good article by Margaret
Coutts of Aberdeen University Library (Ref: 2) entitled 'New
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Professionais - Training for the Pr.esent and the Future'. It covers many
of the probiems experienced by 'new recruits' not Ieast of which whether
the areas studied in their university days do or indeed couid possibly
expect to match up to their real work requirements.
She says for exarnple 'For many years, employers in academic libraries
have found that newly qualified recruits have not had the levei of
practical experience necessary for the real-life posts. The comparison of
current course content and job requirements reveals that sadly this
mismatch still exists.'
I would have said, however, that this is inevitable - whilst we ali accept,
or should accept,

~hat

Librarianship is and

alway~

will be essentialiy a

practical profession nevertheless Universities should l?re~ominantly be
concemed with

Ed~cation

rather than Training. There is no possibility in

any case even with a 3 year undergraduate programme let alone little
chance of a 1 year postgraduate one covering ali areas

tha~ migh~

be

required by an increasingly wide range of potential empi()yers. You
.
.
.
.
certainly won't be able to teach them the d~scip~e: of an eight hour fixed
working day which, however, in contrast also requires them to

ha~e

a

much greater responsibility for pianning and executing $eir wo~k. I
have as you will have seen attached as an Appendix to this paper an
outline of the various c·ourses we offer now at.Loughborough- I, of
course; took my ljbrarianship course over 30 years ago and indeed still
have the final exarn papers.
Is 'Bibliography: Materiais and Research in General and Specific_fields'
the sarne as 'Information Handling'?- I ask myself- is 'Cataloguing and
to
Ciassification' the sarne as 'Indexing'. I answered, or at least attempted
-.
.
'

answer such questions as:532

'

(i)

'Evaluat e' the methods by which librarian may
acquire and maintain awareness of their readers'
needs.

(ii)

'Compa re' the various kinds of abstracting
services you have used. Have you reached any
conclusions about their usefulness?

and (iii)

Discuss the advantages and difficulties of inter
library co-operation as they affect university
libraries.

Is there anytlling new under the sun I ask myself- of course there is!
As one of niy colleagues, Eric Davies put it (Ref: 3) in a very
comprehensive picture of training for IT - 'Theré is no doubf thât '
some skills and perhaps even some knowledge may have to be
relegated or even discarded in the light of the satisfactory 'ànd '
effective use;of infoirnation technology.'
1
d eàrlier - are the basics still essentially the s'amê '.:.18 riot'' .
As I indicate
.
the reference librarian (o r infomiations scientist so~caÜed) still fác~d

!

. with unde'rstanding, évaluating and in effect quantifying not only
what answer the usér thinks he wants but also, and usually more
importantly what he actually does want. I have a strong coriviction .
that ~ good reference librarian must have a good backgroimd ·in ·
cataloguírig and classification (or indexing!) as well as a bâsic·study · '
of both the structii:re and content of reference material. I have even
been known to say 'it's a good thing for the senior library assisU:ints .
or newly qualified professionals to be responsible for re-shelving the
reference books every day.'
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There is, of course, no doubt that infonnation technology bas given
us a mucb wider and more sopbisticated range of bibliographical
tools than we could bave dreamed of only_a few years ago. As
Davies said in bis paper wbicb I referred to .earlie.r: (Ref: 3) - 'Within
the IT context, training assumes a

gr~ater

significance than bitherto

because it is far more criticai to the successful operation and
development of se.rvices.' It migbt be, fairer to put a ratber different
slant on that, however, in that success or oth~rwise in the use of sucb
new systems is often more obvious. Do we always kno}V wbether a
user finds the answer to bis query in a reference book in a deep dark
comer of our library compared to

~e

wbic~

rigbt next to the enquiry desk

use of a computer terminal

be invariably, in _the beginning

~itb.

at least, requires .~o me belp

' ,;

We could argue that there is a defi~it~ need for wbat we m_igbt call
'patient after-care'. An example of this occJJrred recently .with ()De
-"'

.:•

I

:

.

·'

•

'

of our senior professors in the Department of Human Sciences - a
w~ll

department wbo are
interac,~ion.

He

of. man-:-computer
aspect
versed in;various
.
..... '
.-.
'
.

'

that ol1~ n~w -a"ailapility of ali the .

complain~d

Citation Index databases lbat be could access on his own terminal in
•

I

>

.

~

'

•

•

'

<

the
bis office did:not give bim tbe sarne. facilities ~d --~nçl·. re~ults.. ,a~
.
.

~

normal print ~opies that w~ bad _cancelled. It appeared .that it was
•

'

f

•

•

·'

••

..l

••

•

.

too sopbisticated for bim! . :With a little investigation and user.·

education~
;

.

.

I

•

•

.

'

.

.

bowever, I think we now bave another satisfied customer.
'

•

;

, •,

•

I

I

'

:,'

•

' '

•

;

I

•

'

As one of ~y colleagues put it- '.1be .IT Tiger can be rid,d~n~ it's .
getting of.that's risky!' .

..

Let me fmisb with a little of wbat I said at the beginning of this
paper I would not do - pbilosopbise. What are we trying to do wbether it be as librarian or infonnation scientist doesn't really
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matter. ln general and in the university world in particular of
course we .are trying to provide the means for a scholar to add in
some way or other to the total sum of human knowledge - a
communication link. At the moment what happens in very simplistic
terms is that a scientists thinks - reads around 'the subje ct- carries
out some research - writes down the results to tell the world how
creative he' s been - publishes it in

~e

highest quality publication he

can persuade to accept it - and then sits back in the hope that another
scientist when he is reading around his subject will come across it.
Up until the middle of the 17th century by far the greatest majority
of- scientific communication was directly from per8on to person. It
was only the publication of the Journal des Scavans followed rapidly
by the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society 'early in 1665
that a major advance was made.
The mode m scieritific joum al went through quite ·a lot 'of birth' pangs
and unfortunately now the birth rate has expanded so -much that few
of us if any are able to cope . .The basic urge to 'establish·priority .
formed one of the essential factors in the establishment' of 1scientific
journals. Now unfortúnately, however, the need is expresseâ ·more
in terms of the total weight of publications that can be shown ,o n a
curriculum vitae. lt is, however, particularly interesting to note that
even in the 18th century publication delays ranged from 2 to 6 years
- and we complain nowadays!
One of the Britis h Library supported projects we had a few years
ago at my University was project BLEND
(Birmingham/Loughborough Electronic Network Development)
which was esseritially concemed with computer conferencing and the
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'

testing of an electronic joum~l.

S~me

50 scientists were connected

through a network so that they could talk about their research
activity, referee articles, etc. and subsequently 'publish' (in quotes)
an electronic joumal. We were in a way back to the 16th and 17th
century and the invisible college. I remember saying to Brian
Shackel, the Director of the project one day- 'when you've fmished
somebody's going to say -let's invent the

~cientific

periodical so that

we can reacq a wider audience, etc.'
We have thus been dealing essentially with the mechanics of that bit
of the whole communication process from the time the .resear.cher
actually writes his results down to the time the next researcher picks
it up from one source or another. Merely converting the quill pen to
'

the electronic signal.
The successor to BLEND, Project Quartet that I mentioned earlier
did I'm glad to say stretch justa little,- at.Ieast, into what.I called the
two black holes at the end of. the
dominance is, howçver, still

wi~

over~ll · communication

chain. The

the technological or electronic

aspects. A statement- in.italics no doubt to emphasise it- in their .
new newsletter was I felt a little outdated or e~ep perhaps
condescending - it says: 'The gap between the compu ter services
do~ain

and the library.and informatjon services domain, which is

cultural as well as technological, needs to b~ bri~ged.'
What is particularly interesting, of course, and perhaps even a little
unkind is that here

wa~

this new 'electronic project' and in the first

issue of its quite normaliy looking printed newsletter (produced, of
course, by laser printer, etc. via a software package!) it said right in
the first few lines: 'The project has now been running for over a
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year and it seems time to begin making th.e results of the tesearch _ ,
more widely known. The newsletter is intended to help us reach this
wider audience.'

'

.

; ,

~

As librarians, of course, we now have to.·iqentüy :it bibli9~raph~.cally
(not that'obvious) record its receipt, file it, issue it and perhaps
eventually, relegate it to :store or-even,di~~ard .it. / . , .. :: :.
'

.' . '

Librarian or information

scientis~

.. $e pr<?l;>lell.l

rem~in_s.

!:

-~ ;

~'

..

.

_:

'

~....

·• , , ,;-,

; 1

.

L

' . •'' . ;

.-,: f . '. •, ' ·' :

'

.

..
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APPE NDIX A 1

COU RSES AND DEGR EES lN THE DEPA RTM ENT
The following degrees are awarded after study in this Department:
brief details follow.
Undergraduate courses (3 years, or 4 years including a year out
working in an appropriate institution)
BA or BSc in Library Studies
BA or BSc in Library Studies and Another Subject (Joint
Honours)
BSc in Information and Computing Studies
BLS (Bachelor of Library Studies) (also obtainable in one year
after an appropriate diploma)
Postgraduate courses (12 months)
MA and MSc in Library and Information Studies
MA in Publishing (ih

abeyan~e

in the current year)

MA in Archive Administration and Records Management
MA in School Librarianship (nó new entrants now being
taken)
MSc in Information Studies
Research
MPhil (Master of Philosophy) (usually two years)
PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) (three years minimum)
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Honours Degree in Library and lnformation Studies
For the purpose of organising lectures and tutorials and practical work, the course .
is divided into severa! topic areas. These are listed beiow:-

lnformation and Society
A first year background course which is really an invitation to think about
information, k.nowledge, communication, literacy, technology and the information
society, libraries and books and their role.

lnformation Handling
ln the first year there is an introduction to information sources of various sorts and
their use to answer questions about publications, and enquiries for information. ·
This continues in the second year, with extra advice on handling enquiries and the
altematives for keeping clients up-to-date with information in their work.

lndexing
A frrst year course in techniques for cataloguing documents and the standard
procedures involved. Retrieving from indexes and databases using words as keys,
and the importance of a controlledindexing vocabulary.

Data Analysis and Presentation
ln making investigations and reporting them, in administration of any service (and
also in following a course of study) one needs a reliable background of skills:
numeracy, analysis and presentation of results, summarisation and reporting,
editing, oral presentation and so on. This course aims to inculcate these skills. It is
taught over two years, and is unexamined.

.

'

Applitations . of lnformation Technology
The first year is spent gaining confidence in using microcomputers and software
over a wide range of library and information work. Y ou get to know what is
important in good software and information systems. ln the second year
automating the administration of a library is covered, also the theory and practice of
searching databases, database management, and recent trends in information
retrieval research.

Management
The fitst year course .aims to give an understanding of the different types of library
and information service. ln the second year students learn how to use niarketing
principies, based on a knowledge of clients' needs, in the design and operation of
library and information services. 'The final year teaches the skills and
understanding needed tó actually manage a service, to manage the people and the
resources.
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MA/MSc Library and lnform ation Studies
1.

Academ ic and professi onal objectives

1.1

To give a broad professional education, and a training in basic professional
sk:ills, which will enable the student to enter confidently into work
appropriate to a newly-qualified postgraduate in the information
professio ns.

1. 2

To provide a broad understanding of the principies of librarianship, of the
organisation of libraries and other info~ªt:ion agencies and of the handling,
storage and retrieval of information in ali media.

1.3

To provide an understanc\ing of the use of information, in both printed and
non-printed forms, of the identification of user groups, of the demands
made by users and of the effeétiveness of a library or other information
agency in meetiryg ~hose demands.

1.4

To initiate the student into the theory and practice of research as it is applied
in the field 'o f library and i_nfonnation studies anel cognate subjects.

2.

Course outline

'

consists of seven core courses and an option.
Part I of the degree
I
The core courses are:
- information management
- information sources, use and searching
- information handling
- information technology
- research methodology
- user studies and services
- collection management
Pan II of the degree consists of an individual project lead.ing to the
submission of a 20,000 word dissertation. Project work normally begins
during the Easter vacation, and the dissertation must be submitted by the 15
September. Assistance will be give.n in choo$ing a suitable dissertation
topic at an early stage in the Spring term, and an individual supervisor will
be assigned to each student.
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MSc Information Studies
1.

Academic and professional objectives

1.1

To give a broad professional education, and a training in basic professional
· skills, which will enable the student to enter confidently into work
appropriate to a newly-qualified postgraduate in the information
professions.

1.2

To provide an understanding of the nature of information in ali aspects, it:S
generation, communication, subject analysis and description, storage,
retrieval, manipuiation, value and use.

1. 3

To provide a know Iedge of the environments in which infonnation is used,
especially in industrial, commercial and academic contexts, and an
understanding of inforrnation needs and information-seeking behaviour of
individuais and organisations.

1.4

To provide a knowledge of the technoiogies and systems by which
infonnation is handled, the sources from which "it is available, and the
necessary skills to use these confidently and competently.

1.5

To describe constraints on the free flow of information.

1. 6

To initiate the student imo the theory and practice of research as it is applied
in the field of library and information studies and cognate subjects.

2.

Course outline

Part I of the degree consists of six core courses, a course tutoria! and an option.
The core courses are :
- information management
- information

sour~es,

use and searching

- infonnation handling
- information technology
- research methodoiogy
- database structure and design
The option is chosen from the following (not ali of which will be offered in any one
year):
- business information
- health & welfare infonnation managemént
- human factors in information systems design
- legal and professional issues
- mass media and audiovisual communication
- records management
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